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GENERAL  PROGRESS

The tensions that started rising in February exploded in the beginning of

March . Fascists started blocking the roads , attacking cars of NGOs and

harrassed volunteers . Even fascists and neo-nazis from other European

countries came to the island to join forces with the locals . The roads to Moria

were blocked for several days and there were many protests . The protests

were both from the fascist as well as from the anti-fascist side . Many NGOs

decided to stop their activities and sent their volunteers home . Volunteers

were told to stay inside and not leave the house if not necessary . We gave our

volunteers the opportunity to go home , but all of them decided to stay . One

Happy family has been closed since the beginning of March which meant that

we couldn ’t continue our activities in the yoga tent . Our gym has only been

closed the first 3 days of March , but we opened again on Thursday , when the

highest tensions were over . We opened with an adjusted schedule , from 10am

till 4pm , to make sure nobody had to go home in the dark . We were always

with 3 in the gym , at least 1 coordinator and 2 other volunteers . The activities

from the yoga tent were also scheduled in the gym , which meant that some

activities had to share times , and other activities had to be rescheduled and

offered less times per week . In the weekend of the 7th of March a part of One

Happy Family (the school and offices) burnt down completely . Danique and

Edu were there to support , but there was nothing they could really do . Luckily

our yoga tent was not affected . Obviously this meant that in the following

week OHF stayed closed and we continued our activities in the gym with the

adjusted schedule .The 14th of March was our last day of activities before the

Corona measures obliged us to close the gym . Since then the gym is closed ,

and we don ’t do any official sports activities anymore . We started with online

challenges that our community can participate in via social media and

whatsapp . Furthermore we try to provide our students with sports clothes ,

shoes and equipment . In the end of the month we distributed our first

teacher goodie bags including hygienic products , chocolate , a towel and 20

euros cash money . The last day of March we had a break-in in the gym , almost

all shoes and a lot of big bags were stolen . In order to prevent this from

happening again we secured the gym with metal pillars on the windows .

CHANGES  IN  OPERATING  ENVIRONMENT

In the beginning of March the operating environment got very difficult

because of rising tensions on the island . Clashes between fascists and NGO-

workers , locals and refugees , and locals and the government led to a lot of

difficulties . We had to close our gym for 3 days and many other NGOs decided

to fully stop their activities . OHF also stopped their activities which meant

that we couldn ’t run our activities in the yoga tent anymore . From the 14th of

March we had to stop all our sports activities because of the COVID-19

measures taken by the Greek government .



ACTIVITIES

Yoga

- Group Yadullah

(Moria) 

- Group Mona

Yoga for Women 

- Group Miren

- Akro Yoga (Miren)

Martial Arts

- Wrestling (Vahid)

- Boxing (Omid)

- Muay Thai (Hamid)

- Judo (Jawed)

- Kung Fu (Najib)

- Karate (Suhaila)

  

Women 's sports

- Running (Nina)

- Yoga (Mona)

- Self Defense (Estelle)

- Dancing (Nasrin)

- Zumba (Nasrin)

- Fitness (Estelle)

Running

- Mytilini : Tue , Thurs , Sat

- Gym : Mo , Wed

Spanos

- Basket (Abdul Malik)

- Football (Arif)

- Volleyball (Hayatullah)

Bodybuilding (Saleh)

Parkour (Morteza)

Dance (Edu)

Breakdance (Ahmad)

SCHEDULE

PROJECT  UPDATES

OHF was closed, so we had to fit all the activities in the

gym until we had to stop by Covid.



Gym
66.9%

Women's sports
22.8%

Field sports
10.4%

THE  PROJECTS  IN  NUMBERS

Number of activities : 

Number of teachers : 

Total number of students this month :

20

20

347

Running
Number of students:

WRITTEN UPDATE

Division of students over the different projects:

FINANCES  
We are 100% funded through independent donations

General fundraising update

This month was not the best time to

communicate on fundraising as the

COVID19 outbreak and the confinement for

most people made this period very difficult

to be able to communicate about different

topics than the pandemic .



PROGRESS  ON  POLICY  PRIORITIES

Support team

Budget

Internal

organization

No updates , support

team still needs to be

finalized

Because of all the

developments we don ’t

spend our money

according to the budget ,

we have to be flexible in

these uncertain times ,

however we are not in a

financially difficult

situation at the moment

Improve fundraising

Communication 

External

Strategy

Project work keeps

continuing , we decided

to put the active

fundraising on hold for

a while because of

COVID-19 . We will

make a collection of

events that happened

and prepare for after

Corona . We will do a

special fundraiser to

replace the stolen

items .

We have been very

active on social media

and have also engaged

in multiple actions to

put attention on the

situation in Lesvos .

Increase teacher support

Projects

The first goodie bags

have been handed out .

This was a big success

and highly appreciated

by the teachers .

Involve community
members

Coordination team

Teachers now

completely organize

themselves in order to

be able to train , since

the gym is closed . It is

amazing to see how they

do this and how they

bring the students

together . They take a lot

of responsibility and we

try to encourage them as

much as possible . We

really take this as a

lesson for when we open

again .

Louise started her work ,

Danique left . However

there are currently no

volunteers and we don ’t

accept new applications

given the uncertain

circumstances .

Expand to other
locations

Improvements in the
gym

No updates since all

events have been

canceled .

The roof is still full of

stuff , but we did an

extensive cleaning day

the 16th of March with

all the teachers .



Update on

communication

We had 13 posts on Social

media , focusing on the Stronger

Together Challenge .

COMMUNITY  &  OUTREACH

General fundraising update Explanation of expenses

Update on volunteers 

We decided to completely stop

taking in new volunteers to

avoid any risk and also as Lesvos

decided to close its access for

non locals .

BENEFICIARY  FEEDBACK

Our teachers were super happy with the goodie bags, they have

almost all sent personal messages to Estelle to thank us.

The whole situation is currently very challenging, we hope it will go

back to ‘normal’ at some point in the future, but even this is very

uncertain.

CHALLENGES  FACED



OUR  PARTNERS

WWBT Lesvos Solidarity Team Humanity

Zaporeak One Happy Family Proemaid

Spanos

INCIDENTS  AND  NEAR  MISSES

We had another break in in the Gym on the 6th April (at night) and the

thief stole all our shoes, our speaker and boxing equipment.


